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Identification
Data segment grower
datmk
N. AdTeman, D.H. Johnson
Purpose
This section describes the datmk procedure which is used
to create data segments as they are required during the
execution of a process. In particular, datmk_ is used
in the implementation of the PL/I static storage feature.
Datmk_ is called by the linker as a result of an out-reference
in a linkage section with the ''trap before link" option
(MSPM BD.7.01).
By the ti~e the faulting instruction has finished executing,
the data segment has been created or grown and, possibly,
initialized, and the user's instruction has had its desired
effect.
Usage
Use of datmk_ is specified in EPLBSA by:

arg 1 i st

segref
segref

datmk ,datmk
segment,symbol(datmk_(arglist))

dec
dec
arg

size
initialsvJitch
in it ia 1i ze r

...

Here segment and symbol are the names of a segment and
an in:reference in that segment's linkage section. At
~xecutio~ time, the first reference to symboJ, e.g. the
1nstruct1on
eapbp

symbol

causes a trap to the linker, which in turn calls datmk_.
! f _segm§=n!_ is not active in the process, datmk_ creates
1t, including its linkage section. Then, if svmbol is
not listed as an in-reference in segment's linKage section,
da!mk_ g rovJs 2_~amen1 by s l.z£ words and creates the in- refe renee
po1nting to the ne\vly-grovm storage.
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If initialswitch is non-zero~ datmk fills in the faulting
lin"Kpair and calls the user's initializing procedure
located at initializer. This call has the form of a call
to a PL/I i~ternal procedure (see BP. 3.00 for details)
with no arguments. Since this call does not go through
the linkage section# if the initializing routine uses
the base pair lb ~ lp it must obtain the proper values
itself. Assuming that lb~-lp is properly set# however#
the initializing routine may freely refer to symbol.
In

EPL~

datmk_ is called as follows:

call datmk_ (argpointer#panelpointer);
where aropointer is a pointer to the user's argument list
specified in the ~egref pseudo-op# and panel is a pointer
to stored machine conditions as follows:
words

1-8
9-16
17-2 3

contain the base address registers
contain the arithmetic registers
contain the SCU information

F1ethod
When datmk

is called# it performs the following steps:

1

References to segment and symbol are established
by building pointers to the character strings in
the linkage section of the precess that called
datmk_.

2.

lrJith the ''trap before definition" allov1ecl# the
generute_ptr procedure U1SPf< BY .13.02) is callec]
to determine the status of _2§0ment and symbol.

_ 3.

If the symbol is already defined# datmk_ returns
control directly to its caller# with no further
action. If the symbol is not defined# and the
segment is known to the calling process# control
continues at step 4. Otherwise# the segment is
created by the setnam2status procedure which sets
the Segment j,Jar:-;2--Ta;-:>·le and retrieves the S2grn::nt
pointer. The new segm2nt is created so that any
user requiring a segment named seoment has access
(global access). The first ~~rd of the newly
created segm2:nt is set to zero. f'Jote that th2
fi r~~t ucrd of a 11 data s:c-::gm2nts is r·2servt-::d t;1
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contain a value which represents the
of th~ data segment.

size~
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in

words~

4.

The link change$make definition procedure is
called to insert a definition for 2Y0bol in the
linkage section of the calling process. The
contents of the first ~,r.Jord of segment is used
as th~ value argumer~ to the 1Tnk_change$make_
defin1tion procedure.

5.

The first word of seoment is then incremented by
the value of the gze arg.ument to datmk_. In effect~
,;;egment is "grown 11 by size 1r1ords.

6.

If there 1.r1as only one argument to datrnk_., (i.e.
initialswitch is zero)~ control returns to the
calling process. Otherwise~ to force a link
(fi 11-in the faulting pair)., the 1 ink__ fault$-force
procedure is called \r.Jith the ''trap before link'
option ignored. Then~ the caller's initializing
routine., as specified by the initializer argument.,
is called to initialize the data segn:ent. This
is done by accessing the sb ..,_ sp information in
the argument list to datmk_. When control is
returned to datmk_ by the user's initializing
routine~ datmk
returns complete control to the
calling process.
1

Errors
-·--The datrnk_ procedure uses the standard error handling
mechanism (MSPM 3Y.11) to report all abnormalities that
it encountE~rs. The condition 11 datmk '' is signalled for
the follovving errors:
Error

~.Jo.

fvleaninq
error determining if the segment is known
to the calling process

2

an incorrect value of "class" \'las returned
by generate_ptr

3

error attempting to create the segment

4

error attempting to make a symbol definition

5

error atteiil;:-Jting to force: a link

